Triage in Norwegian emergency departments.
An increasing number of patients and stricter requirements for quality and efficiency in the management of emergency patients have spurred several Norwegian emergency departments (EDs) to introduce triage as one of several measures. This introduction has taken place without any accompanying research. We therefore wanted to investigate the use and organisation of triage, as well as the use of triage scales in the emergency departments. In the spring of 2010, a cross-sectional survey was undertaken among EDs with the aid of a questionnaire and telephone interviews. Altogether 45 of a total of 56 Norwegian emergency hospitals (80%) participated. All our respondents reported that emergency patients underwent assessment for level of urgency. 34 (76%) reported to use triage scales, and 17 (50%) of these used self-composed scales. 21 (68%) of a total of 31 EDs that had goals for triage reported to evaluate these goals. 14 and 15 EDs respectively reported to have designated triage personnel and triage area. 24 EDs required internal triage training for nurses and assistant nurses. Our study reveals varying practices for use and organisation of triage in Norwegian EDs. This may be an effect of the absence of guidelines from the health authorities and reflect the insufficient priority which is given to ED work.